ANI/ALI
ANNOTATION

ROBUST, REDUNDANT PERFORMANCE
NICE Systems delivers an ANI/ALI call-tagging application as part of a complete recording solution designed
to meet your functional and budgetary needs. Calls are recorded for many reasons – confirming information
provided during the call, admitting the call as evidence in court, or reconstructing a series of events relating
to specific case. ANI/ALI appends call records with location and number information, which can be used to
simplify event reconstruction and locating specific calls.
Tagging calls with NICE’s ANI/ALI (Automatic Number Identification and Automatic Location Identification) is
immensely helpful for the call taker, immediately providing the caller’s location to improve rapid response of
emergency resources.

Insight from Interactions

SAVING CRITICAL TIME
Like other solutions from NICE, ANI/ALI is designed
to make the call storage, search, replay, and delivery
processes as easy as possible. By enabling users to
search for calls based on any element of the calling
number or location information, even incomplete
information, critical time is saved in the replay and
delivery processes.
ANI/ALI can be used with the NiceLog and NiceCall
Focus III capture platforms. ALI provides extensive
information about the location of the caller in addition to the traditionally available ANI.The ANI/ALI
Annotation application is completely configurable and
can accept and store call data identified in the NENA
ANI/ALI Phase III specifications.
FEATURES
• Easy-to-use configuration wizard, to facilitate capture of all data formats
• Configurable logging of serial data, for debug and
setup
• Fixed position or variable length ANI/ALI formats
• Supports multiple data formats, to ensure your
ANI/ALI information can be captured
• Channel mapping based on call taker position or
trunk ID
• Multiple bids, to increase accuracy or track mobile
callers
• User-selectable target location in the call table, to
ensure desired data is captured and stored where
you want it
• Data capture from the serial port to facilitate
installation
• Extra processing on data to improve efficiency and
comprehension
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SEARCH
Because the data is stored with each message, the
search and replay application can be used to search
for all calls relating to a particular incident; even off an
archived tape. Similarly, a search can be made for all
911 calls made from a specific road or address as
defined by the ALI information. With this powerful
mechanism, it is no longer necessary to replay hundreds of messages to determine which ones are relevant to a case or incident; instead, one simple search
can quickly find the right calls.
INSTALLATION
ANI/ALI Annotation is designed for simple installation
and configuration. Because no two sites are exactly
alike, NICE provides an easy-to-use configuration wizard that allows you to select exactly what ANI/ALI
data you want to retain. Then, you can select where
and how your team will see this information, to best
facilitate call search and replay.
Installation can be accomplished in three easy steps:
• Capture records for analysis
• Install ANI/ALI Annotation software
• Use Installation Wizard to configure input type, logger, and ANI/ALI fields
MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Computer platform
The ANI ALI Annotation service must be installed on
the same machine as the NiceCLS, NiceCall Focus or
the System Configuration Server, which must meet
the following minimum specifications.
• CPU: 1GHz PIII
• Internal memory: 256 MB
• Hard disk control: IDE or SCSI
• Hard disk resiliency: RAID 1 or RAID 5 Controller.
Hard disk speed must be at least 7200 RPM
• 16 GB free space required
• Hard disk partitions: First partition on C: must be
4000MB; second partition on D: for rest of disk
• Archiving: DDS-3 or DDS-4 recommended
• Modem: 56 K (for remote maintenance)
• Network Interface Card: Ethernet 10/100Mbps,
TCP/IP Ethernet LAN
• Monitor and CD-ROM drive: For installation and
configuration, CD-ROM x 40 or above
• Power supply: Redundant recommended

